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Abstract
Reinforcement Learning (RL) paradigm aims to develop algorithms
that allow to train an agent to optimally achieve a goal with minimal
feedback information about the desired behavior, which is not precisely
specified. Scalar rewards are returned to the agent as response to its actions endorsing or opposing them. RL algorithms have been succesfully
applied to robot control design. The extension of the RL paradigm to cope
with the design of control systems for Multi-Component Robotic Systems
(MCRS) poses new challenges, maily related to coping with scaling complexity up due to the exponential state space growth, coordination issues,
and the propagation of rewards among agents. In this paper, we identify
the main issues which offer oportunities to develop innovative solutions
towards fully-scalable cooperative multi-agent systems.
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Introduction

Multi-Component Robotic Systems (MCRS) [22] are currently the focus of great
scientific interest because they are expected to provide solutions to the growing
set of applications that require groups of autonomous robots able to dynamically
adapt to changing environments and act in a coordinated way to perform tasks
that could not be performed by a single robot, or performing them in a more
efficient or economical way. Examples of such tasks are cooperative mapping
of an environment [2], establishing dynamic communication links, and driving
a hose to a goal [23, 24]. Among the desired properties of a MCRS control
algorithm, the most salient are:
• Resource scalability. Applications may require teams of robots of different
sizes depending on task specific parameters. The addition of new robots
must not degrade the operation of the whole system, implying that the
resources (memory and communication bandwidth) used by the control
algorithm must not grow exponentially.
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• Automating system design. It is not desirable to rely the success of a
system on the expertise of the designer and it is preferable to develop tools
that can automatically tailor the system to new complex environments.
Automatic decomposition of complex tasks allows the definition of the
robot team coordination as workload distribution. .
• Heterogeneity. MCRS applications may include heterogeneous groups of
robots with different capabilities, including both sensors and actuators.
Thus, control algorithms should be able to deal with heterogeneous inputs and outputs, and also minimize the impact of less performing robot
individuals on the whole system’s performance.
• Decentralized control to obtain higher fault-tolerance than with centralized control. Decentralized control improves scalability because control
complexity grows linearly with the number of robots.
• Accurate control. Some mechanism is required to compensate for the
inherent delay introduced by the sensory-devices, control algorithm and
communications.
• Robustness to partial and noisy sensor data. In complex and noisy environments it is a requirement that agents are able to carry on their tasks
even if they only have inaccurate and partial knowledge of the environment.
• Reasonable development time. Designing and fine-tuning the control algorithm should require an affordable amount of time.
Often, developing control algorithms for MCRS cannot be approached analytically. Sometimes there is not even a proper model for the system to be controlled and, even when such a model is available, system complexity hind their
analytical resolution. As an alternative to traditional control theory, Artificial
Intelligence techniques have been explored to provide robotic systems with tools
that enable them to learn by interacting with the environment, which can be
either the real world or a simulated one.
Reinforcement Learning (RL)[66] has been succesfully applied to develop
control policies for robotic systems in the recent past. RL algorithms deal
with learning how to maximize accumulated rewards received in a trial-anderror fashion. This learning problem has mainly been approached using three
different families of algorithms: Dynamic Programming, Monte-Carlo and TimeDifference methods. Agents are the subject of learning processes. Equating
agents to robots, training of decentralized control of MCRS can be viewed as
an instance of Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL) systems. We will
consider, cooperative Multi-Agent systems designed to maximize the collective
utility of the system as a whole. On the other hand, competitive systems are
designed such that each agent only intends to maximize its individual utility[32,
50]. In fact, there is almost no literature on the application of MARL to learn
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the control of MCRS-like systems, therefore the orientation of this paper is
towards the identification of promising lines of research.
Scalability refers to the ability of MARL to cope with growing size of the
system and environment. In MCRS this size is directly related to the number
of robots in the system. The need to provide a unified representation for the
states of the individual robots and their action policies implies a combinatorial
explosion of the state-action space which forbids some MARL approaches to
MCRS control learning.
This paper is structured as follows: we first give some background on RL
in Section 2. We review some of the main issues applying MARL methods to
the control of MCRS in Section 3. Section 4 identifies the main approaches
towards the development of scalable MARL systems that can lead to innovative
solutions of the MCRS control problem. Finally, Section 5 gives our thoughts
about some of the work yet to be done before they become a general solution
to real complex environments.
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Reinforcement Learning

Single-Agent RL methods model systems as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs),
defined by a tuple (S, A, P, R), where S is a finite set of states, A is a set of
actions from which the agent can choose, P : S × A × S →[0, 1] is a transition function P (s, a, s! ) that defines the probability of observing state s! after
executing action a in state s, and R : S → R is the expected reward after
taking action a in state s. The policy applied by the agent to select the action
performed at each state is modeled in stochastic environments as a probability
distribution π : S × A → [0, 1] giving the probability of taking action a in state
s. The goal of the agent is to maximize the accumulated rewards received.
Almost all RL algorithms estimate the value of being in a state s (it can
alternatively be viewed as the value of taking action a in state s), as the expected
accumulated rewards received by the agent from that state following policy π.
This estimation of the state value, denoted V π (s), can be expressed as:
!∞
#
"
π
k
V (s) = Eπ
γ rt+k+1 | st = s ,
k=0

where st and rt are the observed state and reward at time-step t, Eπ {.} denotes the expected value from time step t given that the agent follows policy π
thereafter, and γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount-rate parameter that penalizes lengthy sequences of actions by weighting early rewards higher than later ones, dampening
the value returned from late actions. There exists always one or more optimal
policies π ∗ that maximize the expected state value, and all share a common
optimal value function V ∗ satisfying:
!
#
"
∗
!
∗
!
V (s) = max
P (s, a, s ) [R (s) + γV (s )] .
a∈A

s#
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Similarly, the value of taking an action a in state s is usually estimated using
the state-action value function Qπ (s, a), which can be written as
!∞
#
"
π
k
Q (s, a) = Eπ
γ rt+k+1 | st = s, at = a ,
k=0

where at represents the action taken at time-step t. The optimal state-action
pair is, therefore,
$
%
"
Q∗ (s, a) =
P (s, a, s! ) R (s) + γmax
Q∗ (s! , a! ) .
#
a

s#

An action selection policy π must also be defined to realize an MDP. While
the straightforward approach (greedy action selection) involves always selecting
the action with the highest Q-value, thus exploiting all available knowledge,
this prevents the agent from exploring yet unknown action-state pairs and thus,
hinders it to discover potentially better actions. The compromise between exploration and exploitation is solved using either a # − greedy algorithm (a random
action is selected with probability # while the best action is chosen with probability 1 − #) or a Soft Max action selection based on a Boltzmann distribution:
eQ(s,a)/τ
π (s, a) = & Q(s,a# )/τ ,
e

(1)

a# ∈A

where τ is a positive temperature parameter, low values of τ increase the probability of taking actions with high Q-values, high-temperatures yield random
action selections. Reinforcement Learning (RL) deals with the discovery of the
optimal policy from the interaction between the MDP and its environment by
means of the rewards that the MDP receives because of its actions.
Dynamic Programming-based RL algorithms require complete knowledge of
probability distributions of all possible state transitions, therefore this requirement limits their applicability to complex real environments. On the other
hand, Monte-Carlo and Time-Difference methods need only a model that provides sample state transitions making these algorithms able to learn on-line.
Moreover, while Monte-Carlo methods learn after a finite amount of experience
is finished, Time-Difference methods can learn on a single time-step basis.
One of the best understood and most widely used Time-Difference algorithms
is Q-Learning, discovered by Watkins [74]. The original tabular Q-Learning
algorithm estimates the value of a state s! on a one-step look-ahead fashion:
max
{Q(s! , a! )}, endowing the agent with the ability to learn on a one-step
#
a

basis. This table is updated according to the following expression:
'
(
! !
Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α r + γ ∗ max
Q(s
,
a
)
−
Q(s,
a)
,
#
a

(2)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is an step-size parameter indicating how fast the agent is desired
to learn. In [74] convergence of Q-learning in a stationary environment to an
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optimal policy with probability 1 is proved, as long as all state-actions pairs
keep being updated. This is a theoretically sensible condition, but hard to
meet in practice because an agent may not be able to explore sufficient space
to guarantee convergence. To relax this condition, Greedy in the Limit with
Infinite Exploration (GLIE) policies were proposed [61].
Initial approaches considered learning in a MCRS with n units as a unique
learning process (a single agent) that had access to all environment variables and
could control all robots applying simultaneous joint actions An ≡ {a1 , . . . , an },
where ai ∈ A denotes the action applied by the ith robot. This kind of learning systems are known as team learning [50] and are not scalable to big robot
teams for obvious reasons: the size needed to store the Q-table grows exponentially with the number of agents, even if we consider that the state space does
not grow, because the action-state space size order is O (| S × An |). Besides,
centralized control is less fault-tolerant than distributed control. Concurrent
learning considers the presence of multiple agents implying that each of them
is entitled to select its own actions and learn for itself how to maximize its local
reward function. We have then an instance of Multi-Agent RL (MARL) [11].
In the cooperative MARL, a shared global reward is used as a quality assessment of the whole system behavior. A naive approach to reduce the storage
requirements is limiting the environment information available to each agent,
expecting that maximizing local rewards will maximize the global reward, but
additional coordination mechanisms are usually required.

3

Issues of Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
for MCRS control

The main advantage of adopting the MARL framework for the development
of MCRS control algorithms is that the definition of the MDP modeling the
system whose control is to be learnt is a systematic way to deal with the problem, compared with ad-hoc designing and developing a control algorithm (even
using supervised learning methods). However, applying MARL algorithms to
MCRS raises several strong issues. Coordination-related issues are specific to
MARL algorithms, others are inherited from the basic single-agent RL methods,
which only may get worse in multi-agent configurations because of the added
complexity of the system.
• Resource scalability: The intractable growth of memory requirements is
the most serious limitation of the tabular representation of Q-matrices. In
single-agent problems the size order of the table is O (| S × A |) and this
gets even worse in most MARL algorithms, growing exponentially as the
number of agents increase: | S × An |. This problem is known as the curse
of dimensionality and is the most serious limit to scale up the single agent
RL Q-Learning. Besides, communication resources needed for RL also
scale up combinatorially with the number of robots/agents. Hierarchical
solutions [26] can be considered to face this problem. Single-agent RL
5

requires chosen actions to be transmitted to all agents at each time-step
and multi-agent explicit-coordination mechanisms require even a bigger
communication bandwidth for the agents to agree on a joint action.
• Action Heterogeneity: In standard RL formulation all actions span the
same fixed amount of time. This is not a very realistic assumption in
MCRS. Action are abstractions of operations performed with different
electronic devices which usually require different amounts of time to perform equivalent actions. For example, if an action consists in the motion
across a length of space, heterogeneous robotic units could require different amounts of time to complete the action. Furthermore, different actions
may require wide differences in time in the same robotic unit, i.e. moving
versus switching on/off a LED. Dealing with this time dimension means
adding the complexity of synchronization on top of coordination.
• Decentralized control: A major issue towards achieving multi-agent coordination through MARL is that the environment becomes non-stationary
from the individual agent point of view because other agents’ policies will
change during the learning process. This is likely to produce oscillations
and unexpected behaviors. This problem has been extensively studied as
an Stochastic Game, leading to the concept of Nash Equilibrium [11]. If
each agent follows an optimal policy relative to other agents’ optimal policies, then the system is said to have reached Nash Equilibrium. However,
there may exist more than one optimal policy achieving Nash equilibrium.
• Control delay: All on-line RL algorithms follow the same iterative pattern:
observe the state, select an action and then issue the appropriate command
to the actuators. This is completely safe in an ideal scenario where acquiring the state, executing the action selected and transmitting the command
introduces no time delay, but in real life observation, communication and
decision consume time and add complexity to the synchronization issue.
I.e. coordination algorithms [29, 39] introduce complex communication
protocols to agree on a joint action to be taken.
• Robustness to partial and noisy sensor data: Most approaches assume omniscient agents aware of all the sensed information, but this approach is
unrealistic in complex environments facing serious limitations , i.e. physically limited and error-prone communications, sensor physical limitations
and/or obstacles. Furthermore, noisy measurements are likely to be perceived as different states in multi-agent environments. Therefore, algorithms that maximize the success possibilities in the presence of incomplete and noisy data are desired.
• Convergence time: Before the MCRS can be effectively controlled, the RL
algorithm must explore the state-action space. The time required for this
learning process can be unaffordable in real applications with large stateaction spaces and thus, methods for a faster on-line learning are desirable.
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MARL systems may require even greater learning time because of the
coordination requirements introduced.

4

Avenues for research

In this section we identify approaches found in the literature that may be sources
of innovative solutions for the MCRS control problem, overcoming the complexity explosion of such systems. The main categories of these approaches deal with
alternative system models, valuation functions, task decomposition and ways to
structure the learning process.

4.1

Alternative System Models

Several modeling enrichments developed in the context of single-agent RL can
be extended to MARL in order to cope with some specific features of MCRS or
with its inherent scaling problem. These enrichments are focused in the state
identification or in the modeling of actions. They propose variations of the basic
MDP underlying the RL.
4.1.1

Modeling action duration

The basic MDP model assume actions to have the same duration, preventing
the use of abstract or heterogeneous actions such as Open-the-door or MoveEast. Semi-Markov Decision Processes (SMDPs) were introduced [52, 43, 10]
to allow the definition of actions that may take different amounts of time to
finish. Denoting N (a) the number of time-steps required by an action a ,
the duration dependent transition and reward functions can be reformulated as
P (s, a, s! , N (a)) and R (s, N (a)), respectively. This SMDP model only considers indivisible variable-length actions and does not provide any way to model
the nature of these timed actions (also called macro-actions, abstract actions or
sub-controllers in the literature).
Sutton et al. propose in [64] a more general framework defining Markov
Options as a generalization of primitive actions that have three components: a
policy π : S × A → [0, 1], a termination condition β : S + → [0, 1], and an initiation set I ⊆ S , where S + represents the regular states plus the terminal states.
To handle optional timeouts, Semi-Markov Options allow to model termination
conditions and policies which may not only depend on the current state st+k
but on the whole sequence of states observed since the Markov option started
in state st : (st , at ) , (st+1 , at+1 ) . . . , st+k . Semi-Markov Options are therefore
defined by a policy π : Ω × A → [0, 1], a termination condition β : Ω → [0, 1],
where Ω denotes the set of state sequences. The set of selectable options at any
given state s is denoted Os and the whole set of options is thus O = ∪ Os .
s∈S

The approach allows defining policies over options: µ : S × O → [0, 1] .
This modeling framework is very appealing, offering a huge set of possibilities, such as to abort an option if a better one is available, and to define
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sub-goals considering transitions between sub-goals as sub-problems easier to
learn. This could be of direct application to the modeling of synchronization
situations in MCRS control, when some robot units must wait until some condition is accomplished by other units. However, the programmer is expected to
provide a complete set of policies, which can be a hard task. The approach is
not easy to scalable to large and complex problems.
4.1.2

Partially Observable Models

The focus of partially observable models is the unability to have complete knowledge of the system state, so that the process must be guided by the partial
knowledge provided by an observation function which returns measurements
that can be used to learn policies despite ignorance of the full state effect of the
actions.
A Partially Observable MDP (POMDP) [36] is defined as tuple (S, A, P, R, Ω, O),
where the tuple (S, A, P, R) describes a MDP, Ω is a finite set of past environment observations the agent has made, and O : S ×A → Π (Ω) is the observation
function, specifying a probability distribution over possible observations such
that O (s! , a, o) is the probability of making observation o given that the agent
took action a reaching state s! . No distinction is made in this model between
actions meant to change the environment or to observe it, and belief estimations
are used to take decisions. Decentralized-MDP (DEC-MDP) and DecentralizedPOMDP (DEC-POMDP) models respectively extend MDP and POMDPs to the
cooperative multi-agent case using a global reward, but this kind of systems is
known to be very hard to scale because of their NEXP-complete complexity[7],
and only a Dynamic Programming algorithm has been proved to optimally solve
them[6]. DEC-POMDP with Communication further yet expands this model
immediate and costly communications, communication decisions and rewards
depending on communications in the model. Estimating the whole environment state from a set of observed measurements has also been approached as a
generalization problem, i.e. using Recurrent Neural Networks[58].
4.1.3

Automatic State Abstraction

Automated state abstraction approaches consider the problem of aggregating
states into state partitions that share some common properties. This approach
tries to cope with the combinatorial explosion of the state space through a hierarchical decomposition approach. Early work in automatic state abstraction
include statistical t-test analysis to measure the relevance of binary state variables [12] and soft-aggregation methods to map state projections [62, 47]. Fuzzy
theory has also been applied to obtain abstractions of state sets and generalize
over them[4, 5, 21]. Some authors have also empirically studied different manually set state abstraction operations, such as [25] which studied symmetry and
multi-agency homomorphic mappings. Homomorphisms may allow to reduce
the size of MDPs, but they do not guarantee that the reduced problem is relevant to solve the original one. [42] proposed a unified theoretical framework
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to define abstractions and studied some properties of five different abstraction
operations, giving some interesting insights into their respective benefits and
limitations. This approach can be of use for MCRS because the state space naturally partitions into the local states of the robots, plus some variables modeling
coordinations/synchronization processes.
In robotic applications, this procedure leads to the partition of the configurationaction space into continuous compact regions of similar or equivalent rewards
in the sense of contributing to the fulfillment of the assigned task. A notion of
equivalence based on bi-simulation is introduced in [27]. The authors propose
to aggregate states that are both action sequence equivalent and optimal value
equivalent. An algorithm is proposed to optimally reduce a MDP to an equivalent one so that the optimal policy over the reduced MDP is also the optimal
policy for the original model.
Another interesting approach consists in defining some state variable relevance criterion [33]. Assuming that the state space S is the cartesian product
S = X × Y of the state variable sets X = {X1 , ..., Xn } and Y = {Y1 , ..., Ym },
[s]X is defined as the projection of S onto X and using s! |= [s]X to denote that
s! agrees with s on every state variable in X, Y is said to be policy irrelevant if
an optimal policy is optimal for both the original state space and the projected
one, formally: ∃a; ∀s! |= [s]X ; ∀a! ; Q∗ (s! , a) ≥ Q∗ (s! , a! ). A statistical hypothesis test is proposed to determine how relevant a state variable is, but it requires
an optimal value function. [14] proposes to measure the variance of the value
function among states that only differ in the value of one state variable, therefore estimating the relevance of variable states before the actual value function
is available. This is particularly interesting for task decomposition approaches,
because using only subtask-relevant variables can further reduce the complexity
of subtasks, yielding higher scalability.

4.2

Value Function Approximation

The most straight-forward approach to avoid the exponential growth of the storage requirements in Q-Learning is to use a Value Function Approximator (VFA)
instead of the tabular representation of the value function Q. These approaches
provide generalizations of available experience estimating a response to yet unobserved states, and some of them involve also abstraction, for they need not
store the observed experience after the VFA is updated (trained) accordingly to
it. Many general-purpose function approximators have been reported to build
VAFs: Local Linear Regression [67], weighted Radial Basis Functions [40], Cerebellar Model Arithmetic Computers [8, 65], Artificial Neural Networks [17, 76],
instance-based approximators[1], and Least Squares Policy Iteration[29]. It has
been discussed whether VAFs might be appropriate in the general case (in favor
[65], against [9]), because of the assumptions on the topology of the functions
[63]. They remain to be applied to MARL systems. VAF approaches can be
directly related to state aggregation, because they can be defined on the aggregated values providing a hierarchical evaluation of the value function.
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4.3

Automatic Task Decomposition

After manually designed task decomposition was successfully applied to increasingly complex environments[53], the automatic decomposition of tasks became
a hot subject and it has thereafter focused great scientific interest [15], because
of the inherent scalability of automated approaches.
A medium level of automation is introduced in [59], which proposes defining
some basic MAXQ hierarchy to introduce domain knowledge in the system and
using options to learn subtasks in some hierarchy level. After constructing a
transition-graph, vertices are clustered using an artificial immune network model
until a preset number of clusters (options) are discovered.
Another approach is HEX-Q [31], a method that automatically discovers
hierarchies in single-agent RL problems by finding repeated sub-structures, but
is limited to work in environments meeting three conditions: (a) some of the
variables in the state vector change less frequently than others, (b) variables
that change more frequently retain their transition properties in the context
of the more persistent variables and (c) the interface between regions can be
controlled. This is most likely to work in structured environments, such as
buildings with different number of floors and rooms, and requires a coherent
representation of state variables. The algorithm first constructs a Directed
Graph and clusters the states by the less often changing state variables (i.e. the
floor), then decomposes it in Strongly Connected Components (SCC), which
are further combined to recursively form regions maximizing their size. States
that are part of trajectories between different regions are labeled as exits and
entries.
More general approaches [13, 45, 48, 60] are based on transition-graphs partitioning techniques. First, the state space is randomly explored while storing
the history of observed state-transitions, then a transition-graph is built from
transition history, usually building a directed graph G = (V, E), where set V is
the set of vertices representing states (V ∈ S) and E is the set of edges (s, s! )
representing observed transitions s → s! between states. Defining subtasks in
a transition-graph is commonly considered as a clustering problem, implicitly
assuming state clusters are considered subtasks to be solved towards reaching
sub-goals, which have been identified as states with a high reward gradient [20]
or states that are often visited on successful trajectories [46], but mostly, subgoals are identified as bottlenecks (such as a door separating two rooms) between
densely connected state clusters. Reaching a sub-goal state or region of states
is usually considered a subtask. The Q-Cut algorithm [48] was proposed using
the Min-Cut procedure to partition the directed graph
) * using network flow analysis. This partition algorithm has complexity O m3 , where m is the number
of nodes or states, and uses the complete transition-graph meaning it doesn’t
scale well to the number of states. Relative Novelty (RN)[3] was proposed as a
means of overcoming this limitation. It only considered the last observed transitions, thus bounding m, and even more important, its execution complexity
on the number of nodes is O (1). The downside is the use of parameters that
need to be set heuristically. L-Cut [60] was presented as a more scalable par10

titioning algorithm than Q-Cut and, just as RN, it only considered part of the
state transitions. To measure the quality of a binary partition, a normalized cut
metric was chosen (NCut) and, because computing the partition that minimizes
NCut is a NP-hard computational problem, the algorithm approximated this
metric for every m − 1) possible
binary partition by using spectral graph theory.
*
The complexity is O th3 where t is the number of transition samples and h
the number of nodes of the local transition-graph (note that h - m). Towards
a fully-automated process, [14] proposed the use of the smoothness property
of the second smallest eigenvector of the Laplacian to recursively partition the
transition-graph until a predefined number of clusters is reached. [45] proposed
using small sets of states rather than unique states as sub-goals and presented
two heuristic methods for clustering: (a) by topology: given a preferable size
of clusters, their quality is proportional to the size of the smallest cluster and
(b) by value: states are clustered so the value differences are minimized in each
cluster.
Recently, Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) have been proposed to approximate state transition probabilities of a factored MDP. They presented the
Variable Influence Structure Analysis (VISA)[34, 35] algorithm, that following
some of the concepts of the HEX-Q approach, decomposed factored MDPs into
SCC and was able to neglect state variables irrelevant to an SCC. This algorithm requires the existence of two or more SCC and that a DBN is given, which
cannot be assumed in most problems.
Task decomposition has also been approached using Diverse Density to solve
a Multiple-Instance Learning Problem[46], identifying sub-goals as small sets of
states often visited in successful trajectories.

4.4

Structured Single Agent Reinforcement Learning

Learning processes can be simplified by decomposing tasks into more manageable subtasks, thus reducing the original problem complexity. This decomposition has the additional advantage of reducing the total amount of information
required to solve the problem, if subtasks are appropriately defined. There are
two main Structured RL approaches: Modular Reinforcement Learning (MRL)
and Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL). The former considers executing concurrent subtasks, while the latter defines a hierarchical structure of tasks.
To illustrate the approaches we will consider this variant of the classical taxi
driver problem [18]: a taxi driver has to transport a passenger from his current
location to some predefined goal position and can choose an action a ∈ A ,
where A={Pick, Leave, Move-North, Move-East, Move-South, Move-West} .
4.4.1

Modular Reinforcement Learning

A modular approach involves learning different subtasks or behaviors concurrently and using a Module Mediator (also referred to as Module Arbiter in the
literature) responsible for action selection, as represented in Figure 1(a). Each
module has its own Q matrix representing its partial knowledge of the world
11
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Figure 1: Examples of Structural Reinforcement Learning for the classical taxi
driver problem: (a) MRL, (b) HRL
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state si . An agent-level module selection or action selection policy chooses
an action from modules preferences, such as the Greatest Mass (GM) strategy
[75, 49]:
!m
#
"
π(si ) = arg max
Qi (si , a) ,
(3)
a∈A

i=1

which selects the action that maximizes the sum of local agent Q-values. The
m
work [30] gives a full review of different action selection policies π : {A, R} →
th
A, based on letting the i agent to propose a single action ai ∈ A with an associated weight wi #R. In other words, the agent specifies what the a module “wants
to do” and “how important” this action is for it. A variety of different importance
interpretations and action selection algorithms are discussed, such as Minimize
Worst Unhappiness, Strict Highest W, Maximize Best Happiness, Maximize Collective Happiness, and so on. More sophisticated approaches[68, 56] use gating
signals to decide which module is designed responsible in each state and some
authors have studied how to share the reward among modules[77]. The main
advantage of this approach is that it allows to learn different concurrent subtasks in a fairly simple way. On the other hand, agent-level action selection
could lead to unpredictable behavior and modules may even compete imposing
their preferences to the rest.
4.4.2

Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning

Whereas MRL deals with concurrent tasks, HRL decomposes complex tasks
into sequentially executed simpler subtasks which are executed from the upper
subtask in a recursive manner. Figure 1(b) shows one such a hierarchical decomposition for the taxi problem. Subsystems performing these subtasks are to
be separately trained in order to solve the global task.
MAXQ algorithm. One of the most extensively used HRL algorithms is
MAXQ [18, 19], which is based on HAMQ algorithm [51, 52] and decomposes
a MDP into a set+of subtasks
, or subroutines {M0 , M1 , . . . , Mm }, each defined
as a tuple Mi = Ti , Ai , R̄i , where Ti is a subset of states Ti ∈ S in which
subtask Mi is terminated, Ai is a set of allowed actions during execution of
Mi (either primitive or composite), and R̄i (s! ) is a pseudo-reward function
that maps termination states s! ∈ Ti into real values indicating how desirable
they are. The key feature of this approach is that the ith task’s value function
Q (i, s, a) can be decomposed into two components, nam ely, the expected reward
received from executing subtask a, denoted V (a, s), and the expected received
reward from the end of subtask a until the completion of parent task Mi , which
is also know as the completion function:
"
C π (i, s, a) =
Piπ (s! , N | s, a) γ N Qπ (i, s! , π (s! )) ,
(4)
s# ,N
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where Piπ (s! , N | s, a) represents the probability of observing state s! exactly
N time-steps after executing action a in state s following policy π. Then, the
function Qπ is expressed as follows
Qπ (i, s, a) = V π (a, s) + C π (i, s, a) ,
and V π (i, s) is of the form:

Qπ (i, s, πi (s))
V π (i, s) = &P (s! | s, i) R (s! | s, i)

s

#

if Composite (Mi )
if P rimitive (Mi ) .

(5)

(6)

This decomposition allows a compact representation and only requires to store
the Q function for composite subtasks and V values for primitive actions. Furthermore, MAXQ gives the ability to use different state abstractions because
probably not all state variables are relevant to all subtasks. Shared subtasks is
another added advantage: for example, subtasks Reach-Passenger and ReachGoal in the Figure 1(b) could be collapsed into a single parametrized subtask
Reach(t) shared by both Take-Passenger and Leave-Passenger, where t represents the destination as a parameter of the subtask.
This approach relies heavily on the designer’s knowledge of the domain and
ability to select appropriate subtasks. Because the hierarchy of tasks imposes a
hierarchy of policies, each subtasks will reach a locally optimal policy, not taking
into account the context in which it is executed, maybe leading to a globally
suboptimal policy.
Multi-Agent MAXQ. Although the MAXQ framework was developed for
single agent systems, [44] adopted it and extended it to the Cooperative HRL
algorithm, studying the use of joint-actions to coordinate homogeneous agents.
These joint-actions are high-level subtasks (ideally from the level below the root)
and thus provide a higher capability to scale up than sharing primitive actions.
Agents only have knowledge of what other agents are doing at a high-level (i.e.
in a multi-agent taxi scenario, an agent would know whether other agents are
approaching a passenger, but not what low-level actions they are performing).
This approach implicitly assumes that agents do not interfere with each other
and it also implies immediate and reliable communications. A more general
algorithm know as COM-Cooperative HRL that considered costly but immediate
communications and modeled these as an abstraction level below the root node,
so each agent learns when to and even with whom to communicate, is presented
in [26]. The main drawback remains the dependency upon a correct hand-made
design, which is not likely to scale up properly in complex environments, where
a more automated approach is more desirable.
4.4.3

Hybrid Structures

Trying to have both the concurrent computation of modular structures and the
task decomposition of hierarchical structures, [55] proposes concurrent options
14

using disjoint action spaces which don’t interfere with each other. Another
hybrid approach is to define hierarchies of module groups [69], each group responsible of solving a specific subtask in the hierarchy. A big problem that
affects nearly all modular approaches and has yet not been solved are the interferences between different modules, which are likely to happen unless they
operate on specific disjoint spaces.

4.5

Cooperative Multi-Agent Reinforcement Algorithms

In fully-cooperative systems, agents should coordinate to achieve the team goal
and most authors consider a unique shared reward signal. The amount of information shared between agents has been reported to influence the cooperation
of a team [70], and three different categories have been proposed according on
the degree of coordination of the algorithm: coordination-free, indirectly coordinated and coordinated methods. We will review the most generally applicable
methods and refer the interested reader to [11] for a more in-depth review.
4.5.1

Coordination-free MARL

Coordination free MARL can be appropriate for some specific MCRS with tasks
such as the displacement of objects by independent mobile robots. In such cases,
the coordination is based on the actual state of the object in the environment,
which acts as an external independent marker.
The most simple of cooperative MARL methods is to use agents unaware
of the actions taken by the rest. This approach offers a great reduction of the
state-action space size. It grows linearly instead of the exponential growth (n
tables with | S × A | entries instead of one with | S × An | entries) and involves
no coordination mechanism. Independent Learners were studied in [16] mostly
as a benchmark for coordinated methods. Because of the lack of a coordination
mechanism, the system cannot be guaranteed to converge to neither a stable nor
a globally optimal policy. Nevertheless, it has been quite successfully applied to
some cooperative problems with low cooperation requirements.
The work in [41] studied making optimistic assumptions about the behavior
of the rest of agents. This method too is only aware of the local action instead
of the global joint action, but it updates the Q-matrices only when the resultant
state-action value is higher than the previous one. This method has been proved
to converge to a globally optimal policy and requires no explicit communication,
but is only suitable to deterministic environments.
4.5.2

Indirectly Coordinated MARL

In indirect coordination MARL, the agents try to estimate the policy of the
remaining agents, in order to integrate them into the local decision making
process. This is the case in some mobile robot applications, such as exploration
or robot formation[54]. Some authors have proposed several heuristic algorithms
[16, 37] to estimate the most likely response of the rest of agents using models.
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Figure 2: Coordination Graph example
Those models are dynamically built from observed experience and are used to
bias local policies towards coordinated joint actions.
On the other hand, each state in a MDP can be regarded as virtual stateless Stochastic Games (SG) and some adaptive methods [47, 73] have been
proposed to provably bias local action selection towards a globally optimal joint
action. Still, these approaches require additional memory resources and knowledge about the optimal Q∗ function, limiting their scalability to increasingly
greater problems.
4.5.3

Coordinated MARL

The coordinated MARL perform the integration of the local policies into global
(optimal) policies encompassing all the agents. They aim to decide the (optimal)
joint-action of all the agents to be performed at each time instant. These approaches can be useful for linked systems, such as the Linked MCRS discussed in
[23]. Distributed Rewards and Distributed Value Functions were studied in [57]
as a way to estimulate and control cooperation between neighbors. Instead of
updating the state-action values using only the local reward or value functions,
agents also used weighted rewards or state-action values of their teammates.
This methods scales linearly to the number of agents, but offer no guarantees
of optimality.
The Coordinated Reinforcement Learning (Coordinated-RL)[29] approximates
the global joint value function as a linear combination of local value functions
[28]. The complexity of agreeing on a globally optimal joint action can be reduced assuming that agents need not to coordinate with all the rest of agents,
but with a smaller subset. These coordination dependencies between agents are
context-specific, can change dynamically and can be defined as a CoordinationGraph denoted CG = {V, E}, where undirected edges eij ∈ E represent a
coordination dependence between agents i and j, such as the one in Figure 2.
Each of the n agents has a local Qi function approximating its contribution to
n
&
the global function Q =
Qi (si , ai ), and the goal is to select a joint-action
i=1

{a1 , a2 , . . . , an } that maximizes the expected global reward. The use of the CG
reduces the state-action space by defining which actions are relevant to each Qi
function, and it can still be further reduced by identifying which state variables
are relevant to each local value function (si ∈ Si ⊆ S). In the example of Fig16

ure 2, the coordination task is to find the joint actions that maximize the joint
reward given by the addition of the individual rewards:
(a∗1 , a∗2 , a∗3 ) = arg

max

(a1 ,a2 ,a3 )

{Q1 (s1 , a1 , a2 , a3 ) + Q2 (s2 , a1 , a2 ) + Q3 (s3 , a1 , a3 )} .

(7)
A Variable Elimination (VE) procedure is needed for the agents to agree on a
joint-action. The use of a CG gives the chance to maximize the global value
function by maximizing one variable at a time, which can be viewed as conditioned maximization. An agent is chosen to communicate its expected local
reward for each action to one of its neighbors. Then, this agent can be eliminated from the graph and the selected neighbor can compute that action that
maximizes its local value function for each of the possible choices of the first
one. This procedure is applied to the remaining agents. When only one agent
is left, it computes the global maximum and the joint action is propagated with
another pass over the CG. While this algorithm can be implemented using a
simple message-based protocol and always computes the global optimal jointaction no matter the selected elimination order, time constraints can render this
approach not suitable for real-time systems.
Two alternative anytime algorithms were proposed in [72] to agree on a
joint-action: Coordinate Ascent (CA) and the Max-Plus algorithm. Instead
of trying to find the absolute maximum, they are both real-time (suboptimal)
approximations. CA starts with a randomly generated joint-action and agents
change their local action ai , one at a time, so as to maximize their local function
until the global value function cannot be further improved. Depending on time
constraints, more than one random start could be generated, and when the
time limit is reached, the joint-action with a highest value can be selected. More
sophisticated search algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithms, could be used.
Max-Plus is well-known asynchronous method for estimating the maximum-aposteriori configuration in an undirected graph. Only local messages between
agents representing the local value function are needed to compute the globally
optimal joint-action, but although it is know to converge in a finite number of
steps for graphs without cycles, no guarantees are given about the amount of
steps required to converge. A variant of the Max-Plus algorithm is proposed
in [39]: agents compute from time to time the global value function and only
update the joint-action when updates improve the global value function. A
deadline signal is assumed to end the joint-action selection process.
Analogously, Sparse Cooperative Q-Learning[38] (or SparseQ) is a distributed
version of the traditional Q-Learning for which two global value function decomposition methods have been proposed[39]: agent-based (equivalent to CoordinatedRL) and edge-based. Edge-based decomposition approximates
& global value for
each edge of the CG instead of doing so for each agent: Qi = 12
Qij (sij , ai , aj ).
eij ∈E

Two different update rules are given: edge-based and agent-based update. Empirical experiments show that both storage requirements and joint-action calculation for both Coordinated-RL and agent-based SparseQ grow exponentially in
the average degree of the CG. Better scalability properties are shown for edge17

based SparseQ when a anytime algorithm is used to approximate the valuemaximizing joint-action.

4.6

Transfer Learning

Based on the idea of incremental learning, Transfer Learning (TL) [53, 71]
speeds up learning of a target task using available knowledge from a source
task. In a RL context, the general TL approach can be viewed as using knowledge about a source MDP < S ! , A! , P ! , R! > to improve learning in a target
MDP < S, A, P, R >. Several different approaches can be found in the literature. [71] categorizes them by their features: differences allowed between source
and target MDPs, how source tasks are selected, how to map different state
spaces, the transferred knowledge, the allowed learners and the metrics used to
measure improvement.

5

Conclusions and discussion

We propose the MARL as an appropriate paradigm to develop control algorithms for MCRS, describing some of the common issues found applying the
basic RL algorithms regarding the desired properties of MCRS presented in
Section 1. We have also reviewed some of the main current RL and MARL
innovation trends that can lead to scalable solution for MCRS control. In this
final section, we will discuss the potential contributions of MARL to review the
problems described in Section 3, pointing out which techniques have addressed
them and which ones still remain open.
• Resource scalability: Two different resources have been considered, memory size and communication bandwidth. The memory requirements can be
effectively reduced using any of the existing VFA, because they dramatically reduce the storage requirements and are able to generalize for unknown inputs. RL and MARL performed using VAF can be less accurate
because the underlying interpolation may induce some loss of information.
They involve training processes besides the RL which can be very sensitive
to environment changes, degrading the performance of the system. Automated state abstraction mechanisms, on the other hand, usually require
more memory resources than VFA and depend on the topology of the state
space. The literature on the subject usually uses highly structured environments which may not always be the case in real MCRS applications.
Some compromise between state representation accuracy and memory requirements might be desirable to obtain higher scalability. Communication bandwidth requirements are higher in MARL methods than in singleagent RL scenarios. They can be minimized when a Coordination Graph
is used to determine coordination requirements. This dynamic graph is
problem dependent. Thus, the scalability of these approaches depends on
the specific coordination requirements of the problem.
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• Action heterogeneity: Temporal abstraction frameworks seem applicable
to heterogeneous robotic systems, because action durations can be modeled decomposing them into time-steps. It must be noted, though, that no
application example can be found in the literature where a RL algorithm
controls several robotic systems with heterogeneous actions and some more
work in this area would be interesting.
• Decentralized control: MARL algorithms are the natural approach to
achieve decentralized control. There are plenty cooperative MARL algorithms in the literature the most interesting areas of research seem to be
coordinated and indirectly coordinated MARL algorithms, because they
are able to deal with stochastic environments.
• Control delays: No relevant literature can be found regarding this issue
in RL algorithms. This is a big issue in coordinated MARL algorithms
because, even using anytime algorithms, because the state must be first
observed and the system must agree on a joint action before an action
can be taken. Thus, there will be inevitably some delay from the time an
action finishes until the system takes the next one. Using some estimator
to predict the next state, such as Kalman Filters, could alleviate this.
Assuming the action selection algorithm is executed each T ms, that it
needs tc ms to execute the whole control algorithm and tp ms to predict
the next state, the system could take an action at t = t0 , use the state
predictor at t1 = t0 + T − tp − Tc and run the entire control algorithm at
t2 = t1 + tc using the estimated state instead of the observed one. This
way, the system could take next action exactly at t3 = t0 + T .
• Robustness to incomplete and noisy sensor data: The use of PODMP can
yield higher applicability than MDP in environments in which not all state
variables can be observed, but there is currently no scalable model-free RL
algorithm able to deal with them.. Noisy sensor data is a huge problem
in coordination-free MARL algorithms, because they all rely on an accurate shared perception of the environment, but in real applications, local
measurements are likely to produce different perceptions of the state. An
interesting approach could be to use of other AI tools such as Neural
Networks to learn the model and estimate non-observable state variables.
Using an estimator could also be helpful in the presence of noisy measurements. Communication has also been pointed out as a way of reducing
that dependence upon a consistent perception of the environment [11].
• Convergence time: Learning the control algorithm in a real environment
can be time-wise unaffordable and this is a big issue towards scalable
systems. Two different main trends have been found in the literature:
transfer learning and task decomposition techniques. Transfer learning
can be used to take benefit of simulated off-line experience in a real environment. An interesting line of work would be to simulate off-line models
sampled from on-line experience, because this would not require the system designer to have expertise on the specific domain. On the other hand,
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task decomposition can be used to reduce the complexity of the task to
be solved and therefore reduce the time needed to develop a control algorithm. Manual approaches such as the original MAXQ algorithm require
domain knowledge, and we find automated state abstraction and sub-goal
identification to be the most interesting topics in this area because automatic complexity reduction approaches are more likely to be scalable.
Nevertheless, the literature lacks automatic state abstraction and sub-goal
identification examples of MARL applications.
Although it might seem that most of the reviewed issues can be already addressed, there exists no universal scalable solution and more scientific effort
should be put towards developing more general methods offering all of the desired MCRS properties. Hybrid approaches mixing both RL methods and other
AI tools pose an interesting venue for improving scalability. For example, while
model-free learning is very appealing because of its huge applicability to unknown environments, the use of models can alleviate some control issues such
as accuracy. An interesting compromise between both worlds could be using
model-free learning method to learn a experience-based model, which could be
used to predict unknown behaviors.
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